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    C14- A/AA/AEI/CH/ CT/HS/GT/CHST/C/ CM/ 

EC/EE/FW/M/MET/MNG/ IT/TT/PKG-101   

 

4001 

BOARD DIPLOMA EXAMINATION, (C-14) 

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER-2018 

FIRST YEAR EXAMINATION 

 

ENGLISH  

Time : 3 Hours  ]        [ Total Marks: 80 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

PART-A 

4X10=40 

 

Instructions : 1. Answer All questions. 

   2. Each question carries four marks. 

   3. Answer should be brief and straight to the point and shall not exceed  

      five simple sentences. 

 

1. (a) Your mother is carrying a heavy load. Offer her help.  

(b) Request your friend to give you some money    

2. (a) How do you feel when your friend stops talking to you?    

(b) How do you feel when you win a competition?  

3. (a) Fill in the blanks with words of obligation:  

  I. I ___________ pay the exam fees on time.  

  II. We ___________ keep our city clean.  

(b) What are the qualities you like in your teacher?  

4. (a) Write two problems you faced in learning English.  

(b) Write two suggestions to improve one‟s English  

5. (a) Invite your colleague to dinner.  

(b) How will you take an appointment with your dentist with a dialogue?  

6. (a) Write direction from your house to the nearest hospital.   

(b) Write instructions for taking a bus pass.   

7. Write two meaningful sentence for each of the following patterns  

 (a) S.V.O.  

(b) S.V. SC  
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8. (a) Fill in the blanks with appropriate form of verbs:  

  I. He _____ (made) a cup of tea before the bell rang 

  II. She _________ (visit) us next summer.  

(b) Change the following into negative sentences:  

  I. The girl was very tall. 

  II. Raman won the prize.  

9.  (a) Rewrite the following sentences in passive voice.  

  I. She was writing a letter.  

  II. He gave her a pen   

(b) Rewrite the following sentences in active voice.  

  I. The window was broken by him. 

  II. A message had been sent by her.  

10. (a) Rewrite the following sentences in indirect speech.  

  I. She said to me “I will be late”. 

  II. He said, “They are our friends”.  

(b) Rewrite the following sentences in direct speech. 

  I. He told me that Ram was very helpful.  

  II. She told me that it was very difficult to tell lies.  

 

PART-B 

10X4=40 

Instructions : 1. Answer any Four questions. 

   2. Each question carries ten marks. 

   3. Answer should be comprehensive and the criterion for valuation is 

       the content but not the length of the answer 

 

 

11. (a) Read the following passage and frame five Wh questions from the passage:  

  Warangal was the capital of Kakatiyas. The old name of this city is Orugallu. 

Oru means one and kallu means stone. The entire city was carved from a single rock, 

hence the name Orrukallu. The city was also called Ekasila nagaram. The Kakatiyas 

left many monuments, including an impressive fortress, four massive gateways, the 

Swayambhu temple dedicated to Shiva and the Ramappa temple. The cultural and 

administrative distinction of the Kakatiiyas was mentioned by the famous traveller 

Marco Polo.  
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(b) Frame five Yes/No questions from the following sentences:  

i. She went to Delhi last week.  

ii. They are late 

iii. He can recite many poems  

iv. He eats fruits everyday.  

v. He bought a car.  

12. (a) Read the following paragraph and make corrections wherever necessary.  

  (I) He lives in his village since ten years. He is the eldest man in the village. 

He has two brother in laws. His sister lives besides his house. He love his sister so 

much.  

 (b) Read the following sentences and make necessary corrections:  

i. Neither Ravi or Ram are coming.  

ii. Five kilos of sugar are enough 

iii. I doesn‟t like to disturb others.  

iv. I have written the test yesterday.  

v. I buyed a book last week.  

13.  (a) Write a paragraph about your “School Days”.    

(b) Write a paragraph about “Road Safety”.  

14. (a) Write a paragraph based on the flow chart given.  

 

Replacing a bulb  
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 (b) Write a paragraph using the hints given in the table.  

The table below gives information on consumer spending on different items in five 

different countries in the year 2002. 

Country Food/drinks/tobacco Clothing/footwear Leisure/education 

Ireland  28.91% 6.43% 2.21% 

Italy  16.36% 9.00% 3.20% 

Spain  18.80% 6.51% 1.98% 

Sweden  15.77% 5.40% 3.22% 

Turkey  32.14% 6.63% 4.35% 

  

15. (a) Write a letter to your Principal about oraganizing a lecture on life skills in your 

college.  

(b) Write a resume for a trainee engineer in Sriven Technologies, Hyderabad.  

16. (a) Make notes on the for the following passage:  

  Computers have made our life much easier. They can complete tasks at 

lightning speed with precision and accuracy. They are used for both work and 

entertainments at office, in hospitals, in Government organizations and in business 

depending upon the situation. People can find any type of information on the internet. 

Educational and informative websites are available and one and download books and 

tutorials. Many institutes are providing distance learning programs. The student does 

not need to come to the institute. The institute provides the reading material and the 

student does not need to come to the institute. The institute provides the reading 

material and the student attends the virtual classroom. The trend of online 

examinations like GRE, GMAT and SAT are conducted online all over the world. 

With a computer one can manage office work at home. Reports can be submitted 

online. The owner of a company can check the work of the employees from home. 

Computers can be used to manage the home budget. People can easily calculate their 

expenses and income. They can use software that can manage income and expenses 

and generate reports. Another important use of computers at home is playing games. 

These games are a source of entertainment and recreation and can improve one‟s 

mental ability and thinking power. People can watch movies, listen to songs and watch 

videos. They can also watch live matches on the internet. They can interact with 

friends over social media websites like facebook and twitter. The use of computer 

technology in business provides many facilities. Businessmen are using computers to 
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interact with their customers anywhere in the world. Most stock exchanges today 

perform all trading activities electronically. Specialized hospital management software 

is used to automate the day to day procedures and operations at hospitals.  

(b) Summarize the following; 

  Ladies, watch out. The next time you purchase cosmetics ensure that they are 

safe. Contrary to tall promises made by the industry, a number of cosmetics are health 

hazards and may turn you ugly instead of perttier. Studies have shown that cosmetics 

are toxic, containing chemicals and other ingredients which can cause cancer. Some 

brands of talcum powders are said to contain asbestos. Unfortunately, consumers, 

particularly women are carried away by the attractive advertisements. Very rarely do 

they read the contents of the cosmetics they use. Take, for instance, the shampoo used 

for cleaning air. Hundreds of brands are available in market, each one promising 

something special and novel. It is a common belief that using soap to clan the hair is 

harmful. But a comparative research carried out by a doctor with the help of a 

consumer union in Japan has found that shampoo can damage your hair and result in 

hair loss. Research has revealed that the thickest hair among the shampoo uses was 

only 0.097 mm, whereas soap users 0.1mm. Years ago, people used to dye their black. 

But nowadays, women dye their hair in different colours ignoring the harmful effects it 

has on their health. You can find women with dark brown and light violet coloured 

hair. Hair dyes which may be bleacher, temporary dyes, semi-permanent dyes, contain 

potentially hazardous chemicals like ammonia and hydrogen peroxide, p-

phenylenediamine and toluene diamines. Hydrogen peroxide is said to run hair 

condition. According to a report in the UTUSAN KONSUMER, temporary dyes 

contain melic substances, like lead, which are toxic and can be absorbed through the 

scalp into the body. These temporary dyes are derived from Benzedrine, known to 

produce bladder cancer. The report further states that semi-permanent dyes are made 

of chemicals called nitro dyes like  coal tar and petroleum. Coal tar is an irritant and 

sensitizer. Studies in India have shown that an abnormally high incidence of cataract is 

among the users of coal tar. You will be alarmed to know that permanent hair dyes 

contain more than 30 chemicals, including hydrogen peroxide. Likewise, you have 

ever tried to look beyond the glow of nail polishes to its effect? Nail polish remover 

contains an ingredient called ecetone which can cause your nail to become brittle and 

split. However, acetone is less toxic when compared toluene, another ingredient found 

in the nail polish. The basic ingredient used in nail polish is formaldehyde resin which 
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can discolour the nails. It is a colourless gas with a strong, irritating smell, used also as 

an anti-septic for killing germs. Formaldehyde is also known by other names like 

methanol and methaldehyde. It may be interesting to know that  of all the cosmetics 

lipstick is the most toxic and dangerous for three reasons. Firstly, women who apply 

lipstick swallow the chemicals directly. Secondly, it gets absorbed through the tender 

lip skin.  

17. (a) Write a report about the medical camp conducted in your college 

(b) Write a letter to your friend about a movie you watched.  

18. (a) Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:  

  Two hundred years ago visiting a doctor was a risky business. Operations 

were performed without proper anesthetic, open wounds often became infected, and 

many deadly diseases could not be treated. Today, doctors can vaccinate, anesthetize, 

sterilize and treat with antibiotics. Dramatic discoveries and ingenious and life saving 

procedures have come into existence. In 1928 for example, Alexander Fleming 

discovered a mold that could fight germs. Twelve years later, Howard Florey and Ernst 

Chain developed this substance and invented the first antibiotic-penciling. Many of the 

tools now used by doctors were invented in the 1800‟s: the stethoscope, which listens 

to heartbeats; the  endoscope, which allows doctors to peer inside the body: and the 

sphygmomanometer, which measures blood pressure  

1) Why was visiting a doctor risky two hundred years ago?  

2) What can modern doctors do?  

3) List the instruments used by doctors today.  

4) What does the word „peer‟ mean according to the passage?  

5) What did Fleming discover?  

(b)Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:  

  “Can you imagine the airplanes of the future? Will passenger jumbo-jets be 

equipped with stores, restaurants, cabins and space for 1,000 passengers. How fast will 

be airplanes of tomorrow be able to travel? Supersonic planes such as Concorde are 

the fastest passenger planes today. They travel at March 2.1 and to exceed this airlines 

would need to fly at about 60,000 feet. But at this high altitude, jet engines can harm 

the ozone layer. Special purpose airplanes such as the Bell/Boeing Tiltrotor, which is 

part helicopter and part airplane will definitely be part of aviation‟s future:  

1) What is fastest plane today?  

2) At what speed do they fly?  

3) How many passengers can a jumbo jet carry?  

4) Why is the Bell/Boeing Tiltrotor special? 

5) What is the advantage of jet engines? 
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